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Does the neonate’s brain have left hemisphere (LH) dominance for
speech? Twelve full-term neonates participated in an optical topography study designed to assess whether the neonate brain
responds specifically to linguistic stimuli. Participants were tested
with normal infant-directed speech, with the same utterances
played in reverse and without auditory stimulation. We used a
24-channel optical topography device to assess changes in the
concentration of total hemoglobin in response to auditory stimulation in 12 areas of the right hemisphere and 12 areas of the LH.
We found that LH temporal areas showed significantly more
activation when infants were exposed to normal speech than to
backward speech or silence. We conclude that neonates are born
with an LH superiority to process specific properties of speech.

T

wo models attempt to account for the origin of the lefthemisphere (LH) dominance for speech. The first model
assumes that, at birth, the LH displays superiority in processing
all acoustic signals (1). The second postulates that neonates are
endowed with specific structures to processes speech signals in
the LH (2). Both models assume an LH superiority at birth.
However, only the second model postulates that the LH superiority is specific for speech and that it may be intrinsically
related to the emergence of the language faculty. During development, the infant’s brain grows and matures, and its functional
organization changes, even if its gross anatomy displays striking
similarities to that of the adult (3) from the start. The association
of language with the LH may arise as a consequence of language
acquisition, or, alternatively, this association may reflect an
innate disposition of certain areas of the brain for language.
Several behavioral studies have focused on this issue. One study
(4) measured foot-kicking responses and observed behaviors
that suggested an LH superiority for speech stimuli as compared
with other auditory stimuli only hours after birth. Another study
reported a right ear advantage for speech stimuli with 3-monthold infants by using the orienting response (5). An additional
study used the nonnutritive sucking response to test 2-week-old
infants and found a right ear advantage for speech but not for
other auditory stimuli (6). A recent study with older infants
reports that, as soon as babbling sets in, the mouth tends to rise
toward the right side of the face, suggesting an underlying LH
superiority. This asymmetry is absent during nonlinguistic vocal
gestures (7). These behavioral studies suggest that speech stimuli
presented to prelinguistic infants result in greater LH involvement and that an LH superiority is apparent as soon as the first
language-like productions begin. Nonetheless, behavioral methods have limitations: neonates often fail to complete the tests
because of fussing or crying. The advent of brain-imaging
techniques has made it possible to test young infants even
when they fail to make overt responses. Furthermore, imaging
methods link behavioral observations to their underlying brain
mechanisms.
Event-related potentials have been used to advance our
understanding of speech processing in very young infants (8, 9).
Event-related potentials have an excellent time resolution but a
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weak spatial resolution. Nonetheless, event-related potentials
have provided evidence that sleeping neonates can discriminate
a phonetic change despite a change of speaker (10). A recent
functional MRI (fMRI) study with 3-month-old infants (11)
found that auditory stimuli give rise to greater activity in the LH
superior temporal lobe as compared with silence. However, the
authors failed to find different activation for normal forward
speech (FW) as compared with reversed backward speech (BW)
in the temporal lobe. Rather, they report a larger activation for
FW as compared with BW in posterior areas of the LH. This
study has contributed to our understanding of the development
of the LH dominance for speech. Yet, we still have to assess
whether the neonate brain reacts to speech like that of 3-monthold infants. A number of behavioral studies have documented
that neonates process FW and BW differently (12, 13). Infants
acquire several properties of the surrounding language during
the first 3 months of life (14), which could account for the
findings reported in the fMRI study quoted above. Thus, we still
have to elucidate whether there is an LH dominance for speech
in neonates.
Our study uses optical topography (OT) to test whether
neonates display a LH superiority for FW and, in addition,
whether an activation difference exists for FW vs. BW. OT is a
silent noninvasive imaging technique, ideally suited to test
precocious auditory competence. A precocious processing asymmetry between normal and backward speech could document
that humans are born with brain areas dedicated, in part, to
speech processing, thus clarifying the status of speech perception
at birth, which previous studies have left unresolved.
Methods
Participants. Fourteen full-term healthy Italian neonates ranging
in age from 2 to 5 days participated in this study (mean age 2.7
days). Two neonates were excluded because they cried and兾or
failed to complete the experimental protocol. All infants had an
Apgar score ⱖ9 at 1 and 3 minutes after birth. All neonates were
tested while sleeping. The ethics committee of the Burlo Garofolo Hospital in Trieste, where all of the testing was conducted,
granted permission. When the parents had received all of the
relevant information, we asked them to sign a consent form.
Stimulus Materials. We recorded speech samples from two Italian
mothers (whose infants did not participate in this experiment)
while they recited children’s stories using infant-directed speech,
a speech style that adults use when speaking to infants. Normally,
adults using infant-directed speech speak at a slower rate and
increase the average pitch. In some cases, they also tend to
enhance their prosodic excursions. Stories were edited into
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determined as the site where the midpoint of a line going from
the nasion to the inion intersects the midpoint of another line
going from the left to the right preauricular lobule. When the
vertex had been determined, the two probes were positioned to
ensure that channels 4 and 9 coincided with the imaginary line
going from the vertex to the preauricular lobule and that
channels 11 and 12 coincided with the imaginary line going from
the inion to the nasion. When the probes were positioned, the
experimenter made sure that the fibers touched the neonate’s
scalp. The OT device detects automatically whether the contact
is adequate to measure emerging photons.
OT Recording. OT estimates change in cerebral blood volume and

sequences of 15 s (⫾1 s) each. A phonologist verified that all
sequences were well formed prosodic units. The mean intensity
of the sentences was equalized. A speech editor that timereversed the FW utterances generated the stimuli for the BW
condition. Each block used sequences from only one speaker.
Testing Protocol. Neonates were tested while they slept in a silent

room. Tests consisted of 10 blocks per condition, presented in
random order: FW, BW, and silent control condition (SIL) (see
Fig. 1). Each block contained 15 s of FW followed by 25–35 s of
silence, 15 s of BW followed by 25–35 s of silence, or 15 s of
silence followed by 25–35 s of silence. The varying durations of
the silent periods were introduced to avoid synchronization
between stimuli occurrences and spontaneous oscillations. Spontaneous oscillations are periodic variations in the OT signal due
to the autonomic regulation of cerebral blood flow (15). BW is
an optimal control for FW because it matches the latter in
duration, pitch, and intensity. Many segments sound alike in both
FW and BW. However, the human vocal tract cannot produce
some backward sequences, in particular, the ones corresponding
to backward aspirated stops. Behavioral studies have demonstrated that neonates cannot discriminate a pair of languages
when the utterances are reversed, whereas they can when they
hear normal utterances (13). In the SIL, the infant received no
auditory stimuli, but marks were sent to the OT device corresponding to the labels that would have signaled auditory stimuli
in the two other conditions.
Experimental Procedure. Neonates were tested in their cribs. A

silicon holder (hereafter called a probe) kept the optical fibers
in place (see Fig. 2a). We used two probes, each containing nine
optical fibers of 1 mm in diameter. One probe was placed over
the right hemisphere (RH) and the other over the LH. Probes
were positioned to maximize the likelihood of monitoring perisylvian areas. Of the nine fibers per probe, five were emitters and
four were detectors. Fibers were placed 3 cm apart, providing 12
recording sites per hemisphere (hereafter called channels). Each
channel corresponds to the central zone of the light path
between each adjacent emitter–detector fiber pair. The probes
were placed by using skull landmarks. First, the vertex was
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Data Analysis. Our analysis focused on the variation of total Hb,

which estimates the changes in the cerebral blood volume. Total
Hb was calculated from the absorption of the two wavelengths
mentioned above. To remove components originating from slow
fluctuations of cerebral blood flow and heartbeat noise, the total
Hb signal was bandpass filtered between 0.02 and 1 Hz. Moreover, all blocks that had been affected by movement artifacts
were removed after detecting rapid changes in total Hb concentration (signal variations ⬎0.1 mmol䡠mm over two consecutive
samples). Thereafter, a first-degree baseline fit was estimated for
each channel in nonrejected blocks. The fit was computed
between the mean of the 5 s before the onset of the block and
the mean of the 5 s between the 25th and 30th s after the onset
of the block. For each neonate, the mean change in concentration of total Hb over the 30 s after the onset was calculated for
each condition and for each channel. These measures were used
to carry out the statistical analyses. Additional analyses of
shorter periods of the response were conducted for channels over
the temporal regions. Statistical analyses were carried out by
using three-way repeated measures ANOVA: condition (FW,
BW, and SIL) ⫻ hemisphere (LH and RH) ⫻ group of channels
(upper channels and lower channels). The two groups of channels (upper and lower) were used to identify relatively extensive
areas of brain activation. Upper channels, 1–6, covered the
superior half of the frontoparietal cortex above the Sylvian
fissure, whereas lower channels, 7–12, covered most of the
temporal cortex under the Sylvian fissure (Fig. 2a). Additional
ANOVAs were conducted to study the activation on each
independent channel (12 channels in the LH and 12 channels in
the RH).
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Fig. 1. Testing protocol. Neonates were tested by using 10 blocks per
experimental condition: FW (a), BW (b), and SIL (c). Only three of 10 blocks are
illustrated for each condition. A block begins with the presentation of 15 s of
the stimulus. A period of silence of varying duration (from 25 to 35 s) follows
the stimulation period. In c, the epochs that correspond to stimulation epochs
in conditions FW and BW are silent. The arrows indicate the onset of the
periods of 15 s used to align SIL with FW and with BW during the analyses. The
periods used for statistical analyses start with the onset of the block and finish
30 s later (indicated by the dotted line).

oxygen saturation. A number of papers provide a detailed
description of the principles underlying OT (16–18). Previous
studies suggest that the properties of the vascular response
measured using OT are comparable to those described for the
BOLD (blood oxygen level dependence) effect in fMRI (19).
The Hitachi ETG-100 OT device records simultaneously from
24 channels on the cortex. Channels mostly measure vascular
changes from the surface of the cortex, that is, 2–3 cm below the
scalp. The ETG-100 emits infrared light at two wavelengths, 780
and 830 nm, through the fibers. The intensity of each wavelength
is modulated at different frequencies ranging from 1 to 6.5 kHz,
and the total power output per fiber is 0.7 mW. The reflected
light is sampled once every 100 ms and is separated into two
modulated signals, one for each wavelength, by a number of
corresponding lock-in amplifiers. After analog-to-digital conversion, the signals are transferred to a computer. These measures make it possible to estimate the changes in the concentration of oxy-Hb, deoxy-Hb, and total Hb in response to
stimulation. Given the wavelengths used by the ETG-100 model,
oxy-Hb and total-Hb estimations are more precise than the
estimation of deoxy-Hb.

Fig. 2. Positioning of the OT probes and observed results. (a) OT channels projected on an MR image of a 2-month-old infant. Red dots correspond to emitter
and blue dots to detector optical fibers. The numbers on the black dotted lines, between adjacent emitter– detector pairs of fibers, correspond to the channels
from which changes in Hb concentration were estimated. Indicated skull landmarks (inion, nasion, tragus, and vertex) were used to place the probes. (b) The
numbers above the plots correspond to channel numbers in a. The plots show the grand average of the mean of total Hb (mmol䡠mm) for successive 5-s windows.
The first window begins 5 s before the onset of a block. The vertical black line in channel 1 of the LH indicates the range of total Hb concentration in mmol䡠mm
valid for all of the channels. Total Hb is plotted in red for FW, in green for BW, and in blue for SIL. Ascending bars indicate SDs. The six channels enclosed within
dotted lines (7–12) cover the temporal regions below the Sylvian fissure (lower channels). Channels 1– 6 were placed over the frontoparietal regions above the
Sylvian fissure (upper channels).

Results
Our results focus on the variations in the concentration of total
Hb as illustrated in Fig. 2b. We observed a main effect of
hemisphere (F1,11 ⫽ 9.17, P ⬍ 0.012) due to a significantly
greater activity in the LH than in the RH. A post hoc analysis
showed that this effect was due to a greater activation of the LH
only during the FW condition.
In fact, during FW, the concentration of total Hb was significantly greater in the LH than in the RH (F1,11 ⫽ 11.03, P ⬍
0.007); no significant differences by hemisphere were observed
during the BW or the SIL conditions. The response to FW was
mostly localized in the lower channels overlying the temporal
regions (main effect of the group of channels: F1,11 ⫽ 12.68, P ⬍
0.004; condition x group of channels interaction: F1.41,22 ⫽ 5.06,
P ⬍ 0.029). In the lower channels of the LH, the concentration
of total Hb was significantly higher for FW than for either BW
11704 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.1934290100

or SIL (F1,11 ⫽ 8.73, P ⬍ 0.013 and F1,11 ⫽ 8.56, P ⬍ 0.014,
respectively). No significant differences by condition or hemisphere were found in the upper channels or in the lower channels
of the RH. The analysis of independent channels showed that in
channel 9 of the LH, the concentration of total Hb was significantly greater than in channel 9 of the RH only during FW
(F1,11 ⫽ 7.59, P ⬍ 0.019). Moreover, in channel 11 of the LH,
the concentration of total Hb was significantly higher during FW
than during BW or SIL (F1,11 ⫽ 12.88, P ⬍ 0.004), whereas there
were no significant differences by condition in channel 11 of the
RH. Finally, if we restrict the comparisons to the period from 10
to 20 s after the onset of the block (which coincides with the
plateau of the vascular response), in channel 9 the response was
significantly higher in the LH compared with the RH (F1,11 ⫽
9.70, P ⬍ 0.01), and it was significantly higher during FW
compared with SIL (F1,11 ⫽ 5.69, P ⬍ 0.036), suggesting that left
temporal areas were particularly responsive to FW speech.
Peña et al.

Discussion
Many studies have established a connection between language
and the LH. Since Broca in 1861 (20), neurolinguists have
acknowledged this connection. Most of the significant data until
the advent of brain imaging, however, came from the observation
of patients. One of the first imaging studies of speech comprehension in normal adults showed that the perisylvian LH is more
activated than the homologous RH areas in volunteers who listen
passively to simple stories in their native language (21). A similar
fMRI study (22) found greater LH activation in adult Italian
volunteers while they listened to stories in an unknown language
(Japanese) as compared to the same stories played backwards.
Another study (23) used fMRI to explore how first and second
languages are cortically represented in the brains of bilinguals.
In most participants, the LH was dominant for the first and
second languages.
LH superiority is not only restricted to perception of speech
but is also observed during speech production. Indeed, it has
been reported that a small part of the LH insula is responsible
for the smooth production of speech (24). A large study of
patients with and without apraxic symptoms showed that only
lesions in a particular region of the LH insula invariably result in
speech apraxia.
It is not clear whether language learning strengthens the LH
dominance for speech or whether the LH is endowed with
specific abilities to process speech that render it ideal for
learning language. A case study (25) showed that a child who had
previously been unable to acquire language had become able to
make exceptional progress at the age of 9 when he began
recovering from the surgical resection of his LH, which had been
damaged since birth. This observation supports the notion that,
under some conditions, speech processing can migrate from the
dominant to the contralateral hemisphere. Nonetheless, this
does not contradict the notion of an initial asymmetry.
Our OT study provides clear evidence that, at birth, the human
brain is functionally organized to process speech in the LH but
not matched reversed utterances. Indeed, adults’ LH is more
responsive to FW than to BW when tested with an unknown
language (22). This result is similar to our own observation with
neonates tested with OT that the LH of the neonates responds
more to FW than to BW and to SIL. These observations suggest
that some properties of FW are essential to activate LH areas
that could be involved in adult speech processing. The aforementioned clear asymmetry reported in our paper implies that
humans are born with a brain organization geared to detect
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speech signals and pay attention to utterances produced in their
surroundings.
Our observations also confirm that OT is a useful technique
for exploring the organization of the neonate brain. This is an
important result because OT is a noninvasive and silent procedure that is well suited to study auditory competences in
neonates and in young infants. Moreover, our results are quite
similar to the fMRI results obtained with older infants (11). Both
OT and fMRI studies have found an LH superiority in the
processing of sound stimuli. The studies, however, failed to find
similar areas responding to FW as compared with BW. In the
fMRI study with 3-month-old infants, greater activations for FW
as compared with BW were observed in the left angular gyrus
and the left mesial parietal cortex. In the OT study with
neonates, activations were observed in temporal areas of the LH
like one usually observes with adults. The absence of a left mesial
parietal response in the neonates could be due to limitations of
the OT system to measure changes in Hb concentration in depths
greater than 3 cm from the scalp. However, the contrasts
between the OT and the fMRI studies may also reflect postnatal
developments that distinguish neonates from 3-month-old infants. Last but not least, the fact that fMRI operates under noise
while OT operates silently may also explain some of the differences between the fMRI and OT studies. The single most
important finding of this study is that it provides the demonstration that the neonate brain responds specifically to normal
speech only after a few hours of experience with speech signals
outside the womb.

